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About This Game

Robby's Adventure is a side-scroller platformer game where you will guide a robot named Robby through numerous obstacles
and challenges. Sometimes it will be too easy and sometimes very hard. Sometimes you will have to slow down and sometime

run with all your legs.

Robby came to us from another planet and managed to get a real friend.
The boy liked to play with Robby very much but once the misfortune happened - Robby was broken.

Boy's parents gave the toy for repair and then our adventure begins.
The factory manager quickly realised the this was more than a toy and decided not to return the toy to the boy. He wanted to

research Robby and use it for his own purposes.

Robby decided to fix himself and return home. But it will be really hard...

Key Features:
- Gamepad support

- 3 main groups of levels
- Bosses

- Smooth presentation of the story
- Dynamic gameplay

- Сompetitive bonus level with Steam Leaderboard
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Title: Robby's Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (x64)

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 460

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,Russian
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First Impression Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZbpKQLzNFEQ

Entertaining for a little bit, but can become quickly repetitive. Before you begin, you can choose from several different ships.
Each ship has its own unique weapon. Weapon types vary between machine gun, rockets, and some kind of sonic boom weapon.
Weapons can be upgraded 3 times by picking up crates dropped by boss enemies.

 You spawn in and have to defeat ever increasing waves of enemies. There are ships who seek you out and try to shoot you,
ramming ships, and larger capital type ships. Asteroids fly through the map and can kill both you and your enemies. Enemy AI
is kinda bad. Ships will fly directly towards you as soon as they spawn. They will fly directly into asteroids to try and get to you.

I tried to use my Xbox controller, but it was very glitchy. It worked for about a minute before the ship constantly flew to one
side of the map and then the game crashed. Mouse control is better, but I feel like it could be a lot smoother. The game does
feature a leader-board, which is pretty cool. After about 20 minutes of playing, I was 2nd on the leader-board.

Overall, I'd wait until the Dev does some polishing\/bug fixing. Hard to justify right now for over $2.

. still worth playing even if you plan to buy the retail game! There are 3 different endings too so you will keep busy for a
while.... Recieved a closed beta key a while ago and i've been around long enough to see the game start to take shape. It's not all
the way there yet, there are still errors and the balance can be a little wonky sometimes but even with those issues it's already a
whole lot of fun, and the co-op mode offers something that I personally haven't seen in any other DCCGs.

The devs are great, they listen to feedback and get involved with the community and they do it all with the same sense of
humour that is injected into the game itself in large fable size doses.

So yeah I'd definitely recommend it, but to any potential buyers i'd say just make sure you know what you're buying into. The
game will be free eventually so unless you're ready to jump in right now, and are willing to put up with a few bugs and balance
issues and genuinely want to help the game move forward, you might be better waiting until it releases and you can get it for
free.. The entire game is a boring grind. Very little back story and very little actual game play. If this game was free it still would
not be worth downloading.. you can hire a catapult mercenary group as the dwarves with goblins chained to the rock ammo-
10\/10.. Expected to want to use the legendary Red Hare

But\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Horse has 999 in all stats

10\/10 would get traumatized again. Bad game. Terrible President. So sad.. this game is amazing its like undertale but it is way
more fun i devoted all of my time into play-testing this game! keep up the good work!. The game is fun, but HOLY
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 the soundtrack is amazing!
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Steam ruined the game when ripped off co-op.. In my opinion I would say that this is not worth it. I absolutely loved the last
game so I pre-ordered this game and got the Deluxe version or whatever so that I could get the Season Pass immediately. Not
only was the game itself a downgrade from the last but the DLC\u2019s didn\u2019t make it any better. Rise of the Tomb
Raider DLC\u2019s were trash and these weren\u2019t any better.

Basically you got 7 DLC\u2019s regarding 7 new tombs each different in their own way and each DLC contains their own side
quest which revolves around the tomb, two new guns, and a new outfit. Overall all of these tombs can be finished within 20-30
minutes and with each of them being $5 I really don\u2019t agree and just in general didn\u2019t find any of them that
entertaining. As I\u2019m sure old fans of the series will love this because that's all the original game was I didn\u2019t really
care for it. So it\u2019s on you if you want to save $5 by getting the Season Pass compared to buying them all separate. Or
don\u2019t buy them all I\u2019ve reviewed them all and my personal favs are: Forge, Serpent\u2019s Heart, and the Grand
Caiman definitely. I didn\u2019t really like the Price of Survival the most but it\u2019s on you. You also get some additional
outfits and guns I believe just for season pass but I don\u2019t think that's worth it lol. Several of the guns and outfits in the
other DLC\u2019s are cool and very good so yet again just depends if you want to play more or not.

Also they added Time Attack NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
. redemption cemerty was blocked. i can see it is a well made game and much liked but for me it is just too boring. Great game
concept but poorly misleading reviews, i have spent 20$ and felt its not ready to be played

Optimization-its Poor expect to downgrade resolution and settings to run this without mouse stutter

Character: wall hops is cool and grappling hook is great and there are other gadgets i hope to see improve and hopfully skins and
possibly more parkour elements and shooting mechanics

Maps: Dull and not much depth and seperation and the ground and buildings and sky have no drastic color seperation from black
so you feel cramed with nothing but neon lights spinning around your eyes which can cause headaches. map design hopefully
more buidlings and better exploration for that grappling hook and wall rides and more.

No instructions: i didnt understand most of this game or its purpose and modes since there is no guide for noobs.. lovely jubbly
:)
. A less than mediocre ripoff of Ninja Gaiden

Platforming: 6\/10 Nothing intuitive, with quirky controls

Combat: 2\/10: A slap fight with terrible AI and only 2 attacks

Boss fights 0\/10: Imagine Mega Man where the bosses have only 2 attacks, which cover the screen with projectiles or cover the
boss itself in an almost inpenetrible shield... Without a ranged attack, where the boss has a ludicrous ammount of speed. No
need for strategy, just hit and run away for the counter... rinse and repeat

Overall: 3\/10
Not even worth the sale price
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